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The Benefits of Efficient Insolvency Systems
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Poor Recovery Rate Influences Credit Availability
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Correlation Between  Recovery Rate and Domestic Credit to Private Sector
(as a percentage of GDP)
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ü There is a positive correlation between domestic credit and recovery rate in economies where the creditors’ 
rights are less sound



International Standard Setter
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ICR Principles UNCITRAL Legislative 
Guide

Unified Standard for ICR 

ü Key International Instruments that Guide and Effective Insolvency Regimes



Insolvency & Restructuring Work Streams
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Standard 
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Knowledge

• Set global standard for ICR 
systems - World Bank ICR 
Principles together with 
UNCITRAL Legislative 
Guide

• Convene Task Force 
Meetings to Advise Bank

• Conduct ICR ROSCs
• Conduct FSAPs with WB and 

IMF colleagues
• Conduct Financial Sector 

Development Strategies

• Provide support under budget 
support loans requiring regulatory 
reforms 

• Provide support under specific loans 
to support insolvency reforms

• Design manuals for judges, 
insolvency & ADR practitioners

• Undertake collaborative 
research on economic impact of 
insolvency and ADR

• Organize regional and 
international 
conferences/workshops

• Review and advise on 
corporate and personal 
insolvency regimes

• Helping design out-of-court 
workout and debt recovery 
frameworks

• Providing capacity building 
for key insolvency 
practitioners and judges



World Bank Group Crisis Notes



Recent Publications – WBG Insolvency  
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WBG Principles for Effective Insolvency 
and Creditor / Debtor Regimes (2021)

A Toolkit for Corporate 
Workouts (2021)



World Bank ICR Principles
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ü We assist governments in improving their credit environments through the development of more effective 
insolvency systems. 

ü This is achieved through international standard-setting, detailed diagnostics, and technical assistance for 
implementation. 

ü Principles are flexible and does not offer detailed prescriptions for national systems 



Treatment of MSME Insolvency
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ü The new revision to the Principles focuses on helping policymakers build and improve insolvency systems 
so that they support micro, small and medium enterprises (MSMEs).

ü Employ more than one-third of the world’s total labor force and generate economic value representing about 
52% of private sector value added globally.

ü $5.2 trillion funding gap for formal MSMEs and $2.9 trillion funding gap for informal MSMEs.
ü MSMEs comprise the backbone of the economy in the developing world. Yet, MSME insolvency raises unique 

concerns:

Lack of assetsLack of formal 
records

Relationship 
between potential 
legal entity and 
natural person 
(proprietor)

Nature of 
enterprise



Treatment of MSME Insolvency
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Convenient, inexpensive and easily accessible

Minimize procedural formalities

Approval of reorganization plans by majority of creditors but 
addressing creditor passivity

Management of business by debtor (independent supervisor 
where warranted)

Discharge of good faith natural person entrepreneur

Institutional considerations



UNCITRAL-INSOL-WBG Multinational Judicial Colloquium



WBG-INSOL Judicial Insolvency Program
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Residential workshop for India’s National Company Law 
Tribunals and Appellate Tribunal members organized by the 
World Bank Group and INSOL International (March 5, 2020)

1. eLearning on Principles and Theory of Insolvency Law with 
knowledge test 

2. “Peer to peer” webinars or face-to-face learning on domestic 
insolvency regime 

3. Regional knowledge fora on topical issues to build judicial 
ties and cooperation across borders 

More information: www.worldbank.org/insolvency

http://www.worldbank.org/insolvency


Avoidance Transactions
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C11.1 After the commencement of an insolvency proceeding, transactions by the debtor that are
not consistent with the debtor’s ordinary course of business or engaged in as part of an
approved administration should be avoided (cancelled), with narrow exceptions protecting
parties who lacked notice.

C11.2 Certain transactions prior to the application for or the date of commencement of the
insolvency proceeding should be avoidable (cancelable), including fraudulent and preferential
transfers made when the enterprise was insolvent or that rendered the enterprise insolvent.

C11.3 The suspect period, during which payments are presumed to be preferential and may be
set aside, should be reasonably short in respect to general creditors to avoid disrupting normal
commercial and credit relations, but the period may be longer in the case of gifts or where the
person receiving the transfer is closely related to the debtor or its owners.
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THANK YOU

amenezes1@ifc.org

www.worldbank.org/insolvency 


